This analysis paper presents previously unknown properties of some special cases of the Wright function whose consideration is necessitated by our work on probability theory and the theory of stochastic processes. Specifically, we establish new asymptotic properties of the particular Wright function
Introduction
In this analysis paper we deal with various asymptotic properties of a particular special function known as the Wright function that arises in analytic probability theory. This article has its outgrowth in the specialist works of [5] and [29] and is closely related to [14, Sections 3, 4] . where the parameters α and β are real and positive and a and b are in general arbitrary complex numbers. We also assume throughout that the α and a are subject to the restriction αn + a = 0, −1, −2, . . . (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .)
so that no gamma function in the numerator in (1.1) is singular; however, if the gamma function in the denominator is singular at the same points as the numerator, then a limiting procedure may be applied. In the special case α = β = 1, the function 1 Ψ 1 (z) reduces to the confluent hypergeometric function (Γ(a)/Γ(b)) 1 F 1 (a; b; z); see, for example, [20, p. 40] . When α = 1, the function 1 Ψ 1 (z) becomes the generalized Mittag-Leffler function considered in [19] . We introduce the parameters associated with (1.1) given by
If it is supposed that α and β are such that κ > 0 then 1 Ψ 1 (z) is uniformly and absolutely convergent for all finite z ∈ C. If κ = 0, the sum in (1.1) has a finite radius of convergence equal to h −1 , whereas for κ < 0 the sum is divergent for all nonzero values of z. The parameter κ is found to play a critical role in the asymptotic theory of 1 Ψ 1 (z) by determining the sectors in the complex z-plane in which its behavior is either exponentially large or algebraic in character as |z| → ∞.
The consideration of the entire class (1.1) of Wright functions is interesting in its own right and has already been undertaken in [14, 26] . In contrast, in this paper we concentrate on the derivation of subtle properties of a few special cases of this function. This is partly motivated by the fact that the function in (1.1) with α = β = ρ, b = 0 and a = k, where k denotes a non-negative integer, has numerous applications in probability theory, the theory of generalized linear models and stochastic models of actuarial science. This is because it turns out that the probability function of a generic member of the specific three-parameter family of univariate probability distributions on non-negative integers, which are hereinafter referred to as the Poisson-Tweedie mixtures, is expressed in terms of the function 1 Ψ 1 (z). We refer to [4, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16, 17, 23] for more detail on this important family of discrete probability distributions. The simplest cases, which correspond to the values ρ = − 1 2 and ρ = 1, are considered in [23] and [16] , respectively. The observation that the probability function of a generic member of this family is expressed in terms of 1 Ψ 1 (z) appears to be new and will be pursued in depth in our forthcoming paper [17] . In contrast, [13, Section 7.5] and [6, §11.1.2] employ a double recursion for the specific probabilities associated with Poisson-Tweedie mixtures.
In this paper, we consider the particular case of the function in (1.1) given by where δ ∈ C, ρ ∈ (−1, 0) ∪ (0, ∞) and throughout the paper x is a real variable. Although k is a non-negative integer in the probability application, we shall occasionally relax this constraint and consider situations where k ≥ 0 is not necessarily an integer; see, for example, (1.5) .
In a similar manner to [18, Section 2.3], we also define the complex-valued 'reduced' Wright function φ(ρ, δ, z) (also known as a generalized Bessel function) of argument z ∈ C, which is indexed by the real-valued parameter ρ ∈ (−1, 0) ∪ (0, ∞) and the complex-valued parameter δ ∈ C by the following convergent series: In this paper, we shall set the parameter δ = 0 in (1.3) and (1.4) . In this case, the first term of the series corresponding to n = 0 on the right-hand sides of (1.3) (when k = 0) and (1.4) is zero; compare to formula (5.1).
The derivation of the new results of the present paper, which concern numerous properties of members of the classes of the special functions (1.3) and (1.4) (with δ = 0), is necessitated by our studies of various approximations for some Poisson-Tweedie mixtures and members of the power-variance family of probability distributions. In view of [24, 25] , numerous representatives of this power-variance family are closely related to the 'reduced' Wright function (1.4) with δ = 0.
At this point, we observe the following important relation for x > 0 between the corresponding representatives of the two classes (1.3) and (1.4) of special functions introduced above. This is given by 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; ǫx) = ∞ 0 e −τ τ k−1 φ(ρ, 0; ǫxτ ρ ) dτ, ǫ = sign ρ (1.5)
valid for k ≥ 0 (not necessarily an integer) when ρ > 0 and for non-negative integer values of k when ρ ∈ (−1, 0). The proof of (1.5) is given in Appendix A. The structural relationship (1.5), which connects the Wright function 1 Ψ 1 with the corresponding 'reduced' Wright function φ, provides the analytical explanation of the fact that the so-called Poisson-Tweedie mixtures are derived by employing the probability law of a member of the power-variance family as the mixing measure. See also [23, Eq. (16) ] and [16, Eq. (3.9) ] which pertain to the values ρ = − 1 2 and 1, respectively. The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, some special function and polynomial representations of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) are given. In Sections 3 and 4 the asymptotics of this function are considered for (i) x → ±∞, k finite (ii) k → +∞, x finite when ρ > 0 and ρ ∈ (−1, 0), (iii) k → +∞, x → +∞ when ρ > 0, (iv) k → +∞, x → −∞ when ρ ∈ (−1, 0) and (v) ρ → +∞ when k is a positive integer and x is finite. The asymptotics of the 'reduced' Wright function φ(ρ, 0; x) for x → ±∞ are summarized in Section 5. The concluding Section 6 lists various representations and properties of φ(ρ, 0; x) when ρ ∈ (−1, 0). The Appendices A, B and C contain a proof of (1.5), two integral representations for 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) stated in Section 2 as formulas (2.5)-(2.6) of Theorem 1 and two specific representations of the 'reduced' Wright function in terms of Bessel and Whittaker functions.
To conclude the Introduction, we point out that the majority of the results of this paper provide an analytic foundation to, or constitute extensions of the analysis counterparts of, the corresponding assertions of probability theory and the theory of stochastic processes. A few of the analytical results presented only have probabilistic proofs; in these cases, as for many of the other results presented herein, a numerical verification has been carried out.
Special representations of
For certain values of the parameter ρ it is possible to give representations of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) in terms of well-known special functions. The simplest of these pertain to the values ρ = 1 and ρ = − 
. We remark that the representations in Sections 2.1 and 2.3 are given for real x, but are valid more generally for complex values of x.
Special function representations
When ρ = 1 and k > 0, we have
where 1 F 1 denotes the confluent hypergeometric function. In view of (2.1), numerous analytical results of our paper [16] constitute special cases of related assertions of the present article.
Another case where a special function representation is possible corresponds to ρ = − 1 2 . In this case, we have
Then, for positive integer k, some straightforward manipulation yields
and
, where I ν (x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind. Consequently, for non-negative integer k, we have the representations
where we have employed the well-known relation
with the modified Bessel function of the second kind K ν (x) (also known as the Macdonald function); see, for example, [11, Eq. (10.27.2) ]. It is worth mentioning that when k > 0, but excluding half-integer values (for which the left-hand side of (2.2) is not defined), then Σ 1 ≡ 0 and we easily find that for x ≥ 0
2.2
Integral representations when ρ = −1/3 and ρ = −2/3 The Wright function 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; −x) when ρ = − 1 3 and ρ = − 2 3 is also related to special functions, but in these cases it is expressed as an infinite integral involving the K ν Bessel and W κ,µ Whittaker functions, respectively. Originally, we obtained these results by using probabilistic arguments. In this paper, we provide an analytical proof. These are given in the following theorem. Theorem 1. For x > 0 and positive integer k, we have
The proofs of (2.5) and (2.6) are given in Appendix B. We should point out that for ρ = 1, −
, the results in (2.1), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) can all be derived from (1.5); see also Section 6.1.
2.3
Polynomial representation for ρ = 0 It is important that, for positive integer k and ρ = 0, the Wright function 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) can be expressed as (ρx) k e x multiplied by a polynomial in x −1 of degree k − 1. This is established in (2.8), which is the main result of this subsection.
To see this, we first note that the quotient of gamma functions
m are the Stirling numbers of the first and second kinds, respectively (see, for example, [11, p. 626] ); some Stirling numbers are given at the beginning of Section 3. Then
where the sum over n has been evaluated as x r e x . If we put k − r = n and k − m = ℓ, where 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ k and ℓ ≤ n ≤ k, then the above double sum can be rearranged as
where, since s 
then, for all x (both positive and negative) and ρ = 0, we can write where the case ρ = 1 was considered.
To conclude, we list the specific examples corresponding to 1 ≤ k ≤ 5:
3. Asymptotics of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) for fixed k
Asymptotics for x → ±∞ when k is a positive integer
When k is a fixed positive integer and ρ = 0, the asymptotic expansion of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) as x → ±∞ follows immediately from (2.8) as
where the coefficients D n are defined in (2.7).
To determine the first few coefficients D n we note the following evaluations of the Stirling numbers of the first and second kinds:
Then some routine algebra yields that
We make three remarks concerning formula (3.1). First, it is an exact result. Secondly, this expansion consists of a finite series in inverse powers of x valid for a fixed admissible ρ = 0 (that is, positive or negative ρ). And thirdly, it holds for both x → +∞ and x → −∞. Consequently, it follows that 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) grows exponentially for x > 0 and decays exponentially for x < 0.
Asymptotics for ρ → +∞ when k is a positive integer
An approximation for 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) for ρ → +∞ when k is a fixed positive integer and x is fixed (positive or negative) also follows directly from (2.7) and (2.8). We have
as ρ → +∞. More terms can be easily generated if required.
3.3
Asymptotics for x → ±∞ when k > 0 When the restriction on k being a positive integer is relaxed to k > 0, the expansion in (3.1) ceases to be valid. In this case, we can apply the asymptotic theory of integral functions of hypergeometric type; see, for example, [2] , [18, §2.3] . For the Wright function in (1.1) with the numerator parameters α, a and denominator parameters β, b, we have the following (formal) exponential and algebraic asymptotic expansions E 1,1 (z) and H 1,1 (z) given by
and 5) where the quantities κ, h and ϑ are defined in (1.2); see [18, pp. 56, 57] . The coefficients A j in the exponential expansion (3.4) appear in the inverse factorial expansion of the ratio of gamma functions Γ(1 − b + βs)/Γ(1 − a + αs) for large |s|, with
an algorithm for their determination is described in [18, pp. 46-48] . Then, if 0 < κ < 2, we have
as |z| → ∞, where the upper or lower sign in H 1,1 (ze ∓πi ) is chosen according as z lies in the upper or lower half-plane, respectively. A more precise result that takes into account the Stokes phenomenon on the rays arg z = ±πκ when 0 < κ ≤ 1 is given in [14] .
We now specialize the result in (3.6) to derive the asymptotics of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) for large |x| in the case where ρ > 0 and k > 0. We have
). The expansion of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) is seen to be dominated by the algebraic expansion as x → −∞. We observe that this last expansion vanishes when k is a positive integer and note the fact that, in this case, the coefficients A j = 0 for j ≥ k. The expansion in (3.7) as x → ±∞ then agrees with that in (3.1).
Asymptotics of
In this section, we consider the asymptotics of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) for k → +∞ when x is finite (or such that x = o(k)) and also when x is allowed to become large, namely of order k. The cases ρ > 0 and ρ ∈ (−1, 0) are considered separately as their treatments are distinct. Apart from the situation corresponding to ρ ∈ (−1, 0) with x finite, the approach we employ is essentially the saddle-point method. This is consistent with the fact that the case of negative values of ρ corresponds to the second polar type of the mechanism of formation of the probabilities of large deviations, whereas it is their Cramér's or first type which is regarded as the probabilistic counterpart of the saddle-point method; see [22, Introduction] for more details. 
where k > 0 (not necessarily an integer) and the integration path is a loop that starts at the origin, encircles the point t = 1 in the positive sense and returns to the origin. Then, substitution of this result into (1.3) followed by reversal of the order of summation and integration yields the integral representation
k+1 has zero residue at t = 1.
Asymptotics for k → +∞ and x → +∞
To enable an estimation of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) for k → +∞ with x = O(k), we put x = ku, where u > 0 is fixed. In view of (4.1), we have
The function ψ(t) has saddle points t s where ψ ′ (t) = 0; that is when
When 0 < ρ < 1, there is a single saddle 2 at t s0 on the positive real t-axis satisfying t s0 > 1. The steepest descent path through this saddle crosses the real axis in a perpendicular direction and starts and finishes at the origin; see Fig. 1(a) . In this case, the integration path can be made to coincide with the steepest descent path through t s0 . When ρ = 1, an additional saddle moves off an adjacent Riemann sheet and appears on the negative t-axis. When ρ > 1, additional saddles arise, which are situated symmetrically about the real t-axis on an approximately circular path surrounding the interval [0, 1]. The directions of the valleys of ψ(t) (where ψ(t) → −∞ as |t| → ∞) are easily seen to be the rays arg t = ±(2s+1)π/ρ, s = 0, 1, . . . ; the directions of the hills (or ridges) are symmetrically positioned between consecutive valleys on the rays arg t = ±2πs/ρ. Paths of steepest descent can only pass to infinity down one of the valleys or terminate at t = 0, whereas steepest ascent paths pass to infinity on a ridge or terminate at the singular point t = 1.
A study of the steepest descent paths through these saddles reveals that the integration path in (4.2) can be deformed to pass over those three saddles with the greatest real parts as shown in Fig. 1 . The dominant saddle t s0 > 1 is on the positive real t-axis, with the two neighboring complex saddles t s,±1 being subdominant, since it is reasonably easy to show that ℜ(ψ(t s,±1 )) < ψ(t s0 ) (we omit these details).
Straightforward differentiation shows that at a saddle t s ,
upon use of (4.3) to simplify the second term. Then a routine application of the saddle-point method applied to the dominant saddle t s0 (we ignore the subdominant contributions present when ρ ≥ 1) produces
as k → ∞, where from (4.2)
The value of the dominant saddle t s0 ≡ t s0 (u) > 1 is determined from (4.3). It is clear from (4.5) that ψ(t s0 ) > 0, with the result that the factor exp [kψ(t s0 )] is exponentially large as k → +∞.
In Table 1 we present some numerical values for the absolute relative error in the computation of 1Ψ1 ≡ 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; ku)/Γ(k) using the leading asymptotic behavior in (4.4) for different ρ and u and varying values of k.
2 It is worth mentioning that an application of [3, Proposition 5] implies (with some effort) that given ρ > 0, the solution t s0 (u) to (4.3) admits the following closed-form representation in terms of the 'reduced' Wright function φ: The dominant saddle on the positive real t-axis consequently has the approximate value
More precisely, a routine perturbation expansion procedure shows that where
Substitution of (4.6) into (4.5) expressed in the form
yields, with the help of Mathematica, that
for k/x → +∞. From (4.4), we then obtain the leading behavior
as k → +∞ when k/x → +∞, where
In the cases ρ = 1 (where we note that the term involving χ −3 in (4.8) vanishes) and ρ = 2, we consequently find from (4.6)-(4.8) the approximations
as k → +∞ and k/x → +∞. From (2.1), the case ρ = 1 can also be expressed in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function 1 F 1 (1 + k; 2; x). The asymptotic behavior of this function follows with some effort from [20, Eq. (3.8. 3)] as 
, which is not considered in the present paper.
In Table 2 we show values of the absolute relative error in the computation of the normalized function 1Ψ1 ≡ 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x)/Γ(k) using the leading asymptotic behavior in (4.7) and (4.8) for different ρ and x and varying values of k.
4.2
The case ρ ∈ (−1, 0) Throughout this subsection we consider ρ ∈ (−1, 0) and write ρ = −σ with 0 < σ < 1. From (3.1) and (3.2), the behavior of 1 Ψ 1 (−σ, k; σ, 0; −x) is given by
for x → +∞ and fixed positive integer k. From the structure of the expansion in (3.1) and the closed-form expressions (3.2) for the initial coefficients D n , it follows that (4.11) with the first three terms in curly braces is exact for k = 1, 2 and 3.
Asymptotics for k → +∞ and finite x
We have for k > 0 (not necessarily an integer) and ρ = −σ that
As k → +∞, the ratio Γ(k − mσ)/Γ(k − (m + 1)σ) ∼ k σ for finite positive integer m, with the consequence that
Making use of the result [11, p. 141]:
we therefore obtain 3 for fixed x
as k → +∞ for fixed x = 0 and ρ ∈ (−1, 0). It is found numerically that (4.12) remains a good approximation when k → +∞ and k|x| 1/ρ → +∞. In the case of negative x, this numerical observation can also be derived from a local large deviation limit theorem for partial sums of independent integer-valued random variables in the case of power tails of the common probability function of these variables, which is given in [1, Theorem 3.7.1]. The leading term in the above approximation, namely , the refining term involving k ρ inside the curly braces of the expansion in (4.12) vanishes; similarly, the order terms involving k ρ−1 /Γ(2ρ) and k 3ρ /Γ(4ρ) also vanish to yield that
14)
The leading term in (4.14) can be seen to agree with that obtained from (2.3) and (2.4) upon use of the large-k asymptotic forms of the Bessel functions given in [11, Section 10.41(i)].
Asymptotics for integer k → +∞ and x → −∞
In this section, we replace negative x by −x, where x > 0. We derive an integral representation for 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; −x) analogous to (4.1) when ρ = −σ, 0 < σ < 1 and k is a positive integer. Now, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we have
where integration is taken around a positively orientated closed path surrounding the point t = 1, but not enclosing the origin. This result is easily established by evaluating the residue of the integrand at t = 1. Then, from (1.3), it follows that 15) where the integration path is as above.
Suppose that x = O(k), and set k := ux, where u > 0 is fixed. Then (4.15) can be rewritten as
The phase function ψ(t) has a saddle point t s on the positive real t-axis given by the unique root of the equation
which lies in (1, ∞). 4 The path of steepest descent through t s crosses the real axis in a perpendicular direction and terminates at the origin in a similar manner to that shown in Fig. 1(a) .
Following the same procedure as described in Section 4.1.1 (we omit the details), we therefore obtain that
as integer k → +∞ and x = O(k), where
The value of the saddle t s ≡ t s (u) > 1 is determined from (4.16).
It is seen that the leading term in (4.17) is of the same form as that in (4.4) when ρ > 0 (with ρ replaced by −σ), albeit with a different determination of the saddle point t s . In addition, it is not difficult to establish from (4.18) that ψ(t s0 ) < 0, with the result that the factor exp [kψ(t s0 )] is exponentially small as k → +∞. (−1, 0) . We recall from (1.4) that the particular case of this function corresponding to δ = 0 is given by
Asymptotics of
where the variable x is real. In this section, we present a summary of the known asymptotics of this function as x → ±∞ when ρ ∈ (−1, 0) ∪ (0, ∞); see also [25, Appendix A.2] . It is found that when ρ > 0, the behavior of φ(ρ, 0; x) is exponentially large as x → +∞, but can be exponentially large, oscillatory or exponentially decaying as x → −∞ according to the value of ρ. When ρ ∈ (−1, 0) and x → +∞, the behavior depends sensitively on the value of the parameter ρ, whereas when x → −∞ the behavior is exponentially decaying for all values of ρ ∈ (−1, 0).
5.1
The expansion of φ(ρ, 0; x) as x → ±∞ when ρ > 0 The expansion of φ(ρ, 0; x) when ρ > 0 is obtained from [27] in the form
where
and, from (1.2) with α = 0, β = ρ, we have κ = 1 + ρ and h = ρ −ρ ; see also [18, §2.3] . The coefficients c j (ρ) (with c 0 (ρ) = 1) are discussed in [25, Appendix A.3] . If we set
, 0):
, it is straightforward to verify that ys = (2a/(1 + √ 1 + 4a 2 )) 2 , which is consistent with the above formula. We do not yet have a proof when ρ ∈ (−1, − 1 2
), although we have been able to confirm this representation numerically.
where ℘ j (ρ) is a polynomial in ρ of degree 2(j − 1), the first few polynomials are given by When ρ > 1, the expansion of φ(ρ, 0; x) also includes additional exponential expansions of the same type as E(x), but with the argument of x rotated by multiples of 2π. However, as these additional expansions are subdominant compared to E(x) on the positive x-axis, we can still say that the dominant expansion is as stated in (5.2).
From (5.2), it can be seen that φ(ρ, 0; x) is exponentially large as x → +∞ for fixed ρ > 0. As x → −∞, the growth of φ(ρ, 0; x) is controlled by the exponential factors exp[κ(hx) 1/κ e ±πi/κ ] appearing in E(xe ±πi ), which depend on the sign of cos (π/κ) = cos (π/(1 + ρ)). Thus, when 0 < ρ < 1 we have cos (π/κ) < 0 and φ(ρ, 0; x) decays exponentially as x → −∞. When ρ = 1, cos (π/κ) = 0 and φ(ρ, 0; x) is oscillatory with an amplitude growing like x 1/4 . Finally, when ρ > 1 we have cos (π/κ) > 0 and φ(ρ, 0; x) is consequently exponentially large as x → −∞.
5.2
The expansion of φ(ρ, 0; x) as x → ±∞ when ρ ∈ (−1, 0) To discuss the case ρ ∈ (−1, 0) we set ρ = −σ, where 0 < σ < 1. Then use of the reflection formula for the gamma function shows that
The asymptotic expansion of φ(−σ, 0; x) as x → ±∞ can then be obtained from that of F (z) for |z| → ∞, which we describe below following [2] , [18, §2.3] ; see also [14, §3] . From (1.2), we have the parameters associated with the function F (z) in (5.6) given by κ = 1 − σ and h = σ σ . We introduce the formal algebraic and exponential expansions H 1,0 (z) and E 1.0 (z), respectively, by
where A ′ 0 = (2πσ) 1/2 /κ and the coefficients c j (−σ) are defined in (5.4). Then, from [2] , [14] , [18, §2.3], we have the asymptotic expansion
as |z| → ∞, where the upper or lower sign is chosen according as z is situated in the upper or lower half-plane, respectively. In the sector | arg z| < 
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ πκ the algebraic and exponential (oscillatory) expansions are of comparable significance.
(the anti-Stokes lines), is still present beyond the sector | arg z| < 1 2 πκ where it becomes subdominant in the sectors 1 2 πκ < | arg z| < πκ. The rays arg z = ±πκ, where E 1,0 (z) is maximally subdominant with respect to H 1,0 (ze ∓πi ), are called Stokes lines. As these rays are crossed (in the sense of increasing | arg z|) the exponential expansion switches off according to the now familiar error-function smoothing law (see [11, p. 67] for an overview of this topic) to leave the algebraic expansion in the sector | arg(−z)| < π(1 − κ) = πσ. The expansion on the rays arg z = ±πκ has been discussed in [14, §5] ; see also below.
5.2.1
The expansion of φ(−σ, 0; x) as x → +∞ From (5.5) and (5.7), the algebraic expansion associated with φ(−σ, 0; x) is given by
From (5.5) and (5.8), some routine algebra shows that the exponential expansion associated with φ(−σ, 0; x) is and we recall that κ = 1 − σ, h = σ σ . Let us denote the points z = xe ±πiσ appearing as the arguments of the function F (z) in (5.5) by P ± . Then, when 0 < σ < 
The fact that in this case, the 'reduced' Wright function coincides with the leading term of the corresponding exponentially small expansion is consistent with the well-known result that the saddle-point approximation for the probability density function of an inverse Gaussian distribution is exact, coinciding with this density (compare to [7, Theorem 5.6] ).
Finally, when 1 2 < σ < 1, P ± lie in the algebraic sector and accordingly 
The expansion of φ(−σ, 0; x) as x → −∞
To deal with the expansion for x → −∞, we replace x by −x to find from (5.5) that
The arguments xe ±πiκ are situated on the Stokes lines arg z = ±πκ, respectively, for all values of σ satisfying 0 < σ < 1. It is readily seen that ) is optimally truncated at, or near, its least term, then the exponential expansion associated with F (z) on the Stokes lines arg z = ±πκ assumes the form
Here X is defined in (5.12) and the coefficientsB j (which we do not specify here) depend on the coefficients c j . It can be shown (compare [14, Section 5] ) that the series involving the coefficientŝ B j cancel in the combination in (5.5), and hence, we deduce that
as x → +∞. This expansion is seen to be exponentially small for large x > 0 when 0 < σ < 1 and was obtained recently in [25, Eq. (A.14) ]. The leading term in (5.20) has been derived previously by Mikusiński [10] who employed different methods. It is also relevant that a somewhat related discussion in a probabilistic context can be found in [29, Sections 2.10-2.11]. For instance, the leading behavior on the right-hand side of (5.14) can be derived with some effort from a combination of (6.3) with [29, p . 171].
Some special representations and properties of φ(ρ, 0; x)
In this final section, we list some integral representations and structural properties of the 'reduced' Wright function (or generalized Bessel function) φ(ρ, 0; x) that we consider to be of interest. Most of the results we present relate to the case when ρ = −σ, 0 < σ < 1.
Special representations
We first note the special values of σ for which φ(−σ, 0; ±x) can be expressed in terms of a wellknown special function. These are: 
where C is a path in the complex τ -plane that starts at infinity in the third quadrant, passes round the origin in the positive sense and returns to infinity in the second quadrant. The representation (6.6) holds for complex x satisfying −π ≤ arg x ≤ π.
If the path C is collapsed onto each side of the branch cut along the negative real axis together with a small circular path round the origin of vanishingly small radius, we obtain the following representation given in [21] :
for x > 0 and 0 < σ < 1.
Another integral representation that can be obtained from [10, Eq. (2)] is
An equivalent expression in the context of positive stable probability density functions can be derived from [29, Eq. (2.5.10)]. This is explained in [24, Eq. (3.17)], where a slightly different trigonometric function than W σ (ϕ) and integration range are used. A simple deduction that can be made from this last representation concerns the positivity of φ(−σ, 0; −x) on the positive real axis. Since W σ (ϕ) > 0 for 0 < ϕ < π, it follows trivially from (6.8) that φ(−σ, 0; −x) > 0 (x > 0; 0 < σ < 1); (6.9) see [10, p. 192] . It is clear that the positivity stipulated by (6.9) provides an analytical justification for employing this 'reduced' Wright function in probability theory 6 . See also [24, Remark 3] for an important relationship to stochastic modelling.
A representation of φ(−σ, 0; −x) involving an integral of a similar function is given in the following theorem, which resembles [29, Eq. (2.10.11)] where an analogous formula for the MittagLeffler function is given.
Theorem 2. For x > 0 and 0 < σ < 1, we have
Proof. In the integral representation (6.6), we first observe that it is always possible to choose the path C in the τ -plane such that ℜ(τ σ ) > 0 when 0 < σ < 1. If we substitute (6.6) for φ(−σ, 0; −s) into the right-hand side of (6.10), we obtain that , 1) and x ∈ R.
upon reversal of the order of integration and use of the result [11, Eq. (10.32.10)]
which is valid when ℜ(τ σ ) > 0. ✷ It is relevant that Theorem 2 constitutes an important special case of the subsequent Theorem 3. In addition, it implies new integral representations for two specific values of the 'reduced' Wright function; see (6.11) and (6.12). Thus, if we put σ = 1 2 in (6.10) and use (6.2), we obtain that
With the change of variable s → x 2/3 τ 2 , this yields the integral representation
The validity of (6.11) can also be derived with some effort from [29, Eq. (3.4.26) ]. Similarly, if we put σ = 1 3 in (6.10) and use (6.3), we obtain that
Next, we have the Laplace transforms [21, Eq. (11)]
and, for ρ > 0, α > 0
(6.14)
The result in (6.14) is obtained by substitution of the series expansion of φ(−σ, δ; ±αt ρ ) followed by term-by-term integration. We also have the Mellin transform [21, Eq. (21)] A version of (6.17) is given in [29, p. 171] . It is also relevant that the functions t −1 φ(−σ, 0; −t) with σ ∈ (0, (2)], which implicitly claims the validity of the Fourier-transform counterpart of (6.17).
New multiplication properties and the reflection principle
First, we establish three general multiplication properties that involve a 'reduced' Wright function φ expressed in terms of an integral of a product of two φ functions. In view of (6.2), the first one generalizes Theorem 2 above.
Theorem 3. Let σ 1 and σ 2 be such that 0 < σ 1 < 1 and 0 < σ 2 < 1. Then for x > 0 we have
Proof. We substitute the integral representation (6.6) for φ(−σ 1 , 0; −s) on the right-hand side of (6.18) to find that
Making use of the Laplace transform result (6.13) to evaluate the inner integral, we have
by (6.6), which concludes the proof. Before giving the proof of Theorem 4, we first observe from the asymptotics of φ(ρ, 0; z) in (5.2) and (5.3) that the absolute value of the integrand in (6.19) as s → +∞ is controlled by the exponential factor exp a 1 cos 20) where
. It is clear that, when ρ 1 ≤ 1, ρ 2 < 1, or ρ 1 < 1, ρ 2 ≥ 1 (with ρ 1 ρ 2 < 1), this factor decreases exponentially as s → +∞, so that the integral in (6.19) converges absolutely. However, when ρ 1 > 1, ρ 2 > 1, or ρ 1 > 1, ρ 2 < 1 (with ρ 1 ρ 2 < 1), the exponential factor (6.20) increases without limit as s → +∞, with the result that the integral in (6.19) is not defined in these cases.
When ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 1, the exponential factor (6.20) equals 1 and the (improper) integral on the right-hand side of (6.19) does not exist. This can be understood by use of the second relation in (6.1). The integral in (6.19) can then be expressed in terms of
But in view of [11, Eq. (10.22.56 )] this integral does not converge.
Proof. From the representation analogous to (6.6), which can be found in [27, §1.4] , one obtains that for ρ > 0
where C is the loop surrounding the negative real τ -axis as before. The right-hand side of (6.19) can therefore be written as
The inner integral may be evaluated by use of the Laplace transform in (6.14) to yield that
by (6.6) , where the −1 in the integrand makes no contribution since C e τ dτ = 0. The condition ρ 1 ρ 2 < 1, which is clearly satisfied when (i) or (ii) is fulfilled, applies provided the integral in (6.19) converges. This yields the conditions stated in the theorem. ✷ Theorem 5. Let σ and ρ be such that 0 < σ < 1 and ρ > 0. Then for x > 0 we have
Proof. It follows the same procedure employed in establishing Theorem 3 and uses (6.6), the Laplace transform result (6.14) and, finally, the representation (6.21). ✷ Corollary 1. For σ ∈ (0, 1) and x > 0, the following reflection principle holds: The result (6.23) follows immediately by taking the upper signs in (6.24) and using (6.19) with ρ 1 = σ ∈ (0, 1), ρ 2 = 1 combined with the Bessel function representations in (6.1). ✷ Some other integrals involving products of 'reduced' Wright functions are cited in [21] . We remark that (6.18) can also be obtained with some effort from [29, Eq. (3.3.1) ] which states 7 that for x > 0, where C 1 denotes the Bessel functions I 1 (upper signs) and J 1 (lower signs). We regard Corollary 1 and its illustrations given by (6.25)-(6.27) to be of interest in their own right. However, it is yet unclear whether these formulas might have a computational value. For instance, a substitution of the well-known series representations for I 1 and J 1 into (6.25) shows that
which is comparable to the original series representation of this function given by (5.1). Our final theorem concerns an asymptotic connection between the Wright function 1 Ψ 1 and its reduced counterpart φ.
Theorem 6. For ρ > 0 and x > 0, we have as
The same result holds when ρ ∈ (−1, 0) and x ∈ R as k → +∞.
Proof. Consider first the case with ρ > 0 and x > 0. With κ = 1 + ρ and h = ρ ρ , the leading behavior of 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, k; ρ, 0; x) from (4.7) and (4.8) can be expressed in the following form:
as k → +∞ with k/x → +∞. But from (5.2), the leading behavior of φ(ρ, 0; xk
as xk ρ → +∞, which implies (6.28). When ρ ∈ (−1, 0), we have from (4.13) with ρ = −σ, 0 < σ < 1 and x ∈ R that
From the series representation for φ(−σ, 0; xk −σ ) in (5.1), it is readily seen that as k → +∞, the argument xk −σ → 0 for fixed x, and the first term yields the leading behavior. Hence, we have
and the result follows. ✷
To conclude this section, we note that an asymptotic relationship of the same type as (6.28) in the case where ρ ∈ (−1, − In this appendix, we establish the structural representation given in (1.5) that relates 1 Ψ 1 to the 'reduced' Wright function φ. This can be separated into two cases according as ρ is positive or negative as follows:
The case when ρ > 0 is straightforward. Substitution of the series expansion for φ(ρ, 0; xτ ρ ) in (5.1), followed by reversal of the order of summation and integration, yields that the right-hand side of the first expression in (A.1) can be written in the following form:
valid for k ≥ 0. By (1.3), this is seen to equal the left-hand side of (A.1). We note that the case k = 0 is trivial, since 1 Ψ 1 (ρ, 0; ρ, 0; x) = e x and, from (6.13), the first integral in (A.1) also reduces to e x . When ρ ∈ (−1, 0) we put ρ = −σ in the second expression in (A.1), with 0 < σ < 1. We then have to show that
for non-negative integer k. Now, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we have
with the product being empty (equal to 1) when k = 0. But from (6.13) we have the Laplace transform for z > 0
Compare to [24, p. 452] where a connection to a positive stable density function and its Laplace transform is made; see also a comment above Theorem 6. Differentiation of this result k times then yields that
The evaluation in (A.4) is seen to equal the series representation (A.3) of the left-hand side of (A.2) when k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , thereby concluding the proof; compare to [4, Theorem 1a] . ✷
Appendix B: Proof of the integral representations in Theorem 1
Denote the integral on the right-hand side of (2.5) by I 3 . From the Mellin-Barnes integral representation for the modified Bessel function of the second kind (see, for example, [11, Eq. (10.32.13)]) we have
With z = a/ √ t, a = 2(x/3) 3/2 (x > 0), we then find that , we obtain that
x −3s ds.
For k = 1, 2, . . . , the integrand has poles only at s = n /n!, we find
where, on putting s = it with −∞ < t < ∞,
By repeated application of the well-known formula zΓ(z) = Γ(z + 1), we see that
With these bounds we then have
where the integral is convergent, since |Γ( With z = a/t 2 , a = 4x 3 /27 (x > 0), the integral on the right-hand side of (2.6) may be expressed as Replacing n by 3m + j, j = 0, 1, 2, we obtain φ(− This completes the proof of (6.5). ✷ Although we do not use this result here, it is worth recording the connection between the Whittaker functions W ± 
